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2.1

Linear motion is a study of moving object in a _______________ line.
We need a _____________ _____________ to describe __________
and _____________ of objects.
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Example of reference frames

Note: Reference frame is presented by the coordinate system. We frequently use a Cartesian
coordinate system.
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Activity 1 (a) Distance & Displacement (b) Speed & Velocity

1. In groups of four, carry out these activities. Draw a diagram as below. Your task is to put
a pencil at point C.

2. With a pencil take a ride from position A to B and to the final destination, C.

Your total path of length = _______________, this value is known as ____________

3. Repeat step 2 but now from A direct to the final destination of C. This is your shortest
path to the final destination, C.

The value = _____________. This value is known as ______________

4. If the time taken in step 2 is 4 seconds and the average speed is given as:

Average speed, v = ____Total distance travel, s (m)__
Time taken, t (s)

What is the average speed, v of your movement? ____________

5. If the time taken in step 3 is 2 seconds and the average velocity is given as

Average velocity, v = Displacement, s (m)
Time taken, t (s)

What is the average velocity, v of your movement? ______________

Define
distance &
displacement

Distance is the total path length traveled from one location to another.
Quantity: scalar SI unit: meter (m)

Displacement :
(a) The distance in a specified direction.
(b) the distance between two locations measured along the shortest

path connecting them in a specific direction.
(c) The distance of its final position from its initial position in a specified

direction.
Quantity: vector SI unit: meter (m)
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Diagram below shows the difference between distance
and displacement.

___________ = Length of the road

___________ = Length of the line AB

Example 1
Every day Rahim walks from his house to the junction
which is 1.5 km from his house. Then he turns back
and stops at warung Pak Din which is 0.5 km from his
house.

(a) What is Rahim’s displacement from his house
 when he reaches the junction.

 When he is at warung Pak Din.

(b) After breakfast, Rahim walks back to his house.
When he reaches home,
(i) what is the total distance traveled by Rahim?

(ii) what is Rahim’s total displacement from his house?

Define
speed &
velocity

Speed is the rate of change of distance

Speed = Distance traveled Quantity: scalar SI unit: m s
-1

Time taken

Velocity is the rate of change of displacement.

Velocity = Displacement Quantity : Vector SI unit: m s
-1

Time taken

Direction of velocity is the direction of displacement

Average speed :
v = Total distant traveled, s

Total time taken , t

Average velocity :
v = Displacement , s

Total time taken , t

Uniform
speed

Speed that remains the same in magnitude
regardless of its direction.

Uniform
velocity

Velocity that remains the same in magnitude
and direction.

An object has
a non-
uniform
velocity if:

(a) the direction of motion changes or the
motion is not linear.

(b) The magnitude of its velocity changes.
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Example 2
An aeroplane flys towards the north with a velocity
300 km/hr in one hour. Then, the plane moves to the
east with the velocity 400 km / hr in one hour.

(a) What is the average speed of the plane?

(b) What is the average velocity of the plane?

(c) What is the difference between average speed
and average velocity of the plane?

Example 3
The speedometer reading for a car traveling north shows 80 km/hr. Another car traveling at 80
km/hr towards south. Is the speed of both cars same? Is the velocity of both cars same?

Acceleration, a

t

uv
a




unit : ms
-2

acceleration is
positive

When the velocity of an object changes, the object is said to be accelerating.

Acceleration is defined as the rate of change of velocity.

Acceleration = Change in velocity
Time taken

= final velocity, v – initial velocity, u
Time taken, t

 The velocity of an object increases from an initial velocity, u, to a higher
final velocity, v

Deceleration

acceleration is
negative.

The rate of decrease in speed in a specified direction.

The velocity of an object decreases from an initial velocity, u, to a lower final
velocity, v.

Zero acceleration An object moving at a constants velocity, that is, the magnitude and
direction of its velocity remain unchanged – is not accelerating

Constant
acceleration

Velocity increases at a uniform rate.
When a car moves at a constant or uniform acceleration of 5 ms

-2
, its

velocity increases by 5 ms
-1

for every second that the car is in motion.

Define acceleration and Deceleration
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Example 4
A bicyclist starts from rest and increases his velocity at a constant rate until he reaches a speed
of 4.0 m/s in 5.0 s. What is his average acceleration?

Strategy: (i) state the initial velocity =
(ii) state the final velocity =
(iii) state the time taken =
(iv) apply formula

Example 5
Observe the motion of a car in Diagram 1 (a) and Diagram 1(b).

Diagram 1(a) Diagram 1(b)

(i) Describe the changes in velocity of a car in Diagram 1(a). Is the car accelerate or
decelerate?

(ii) Describe the changes in velocity of a car in Diagram 1(b). Is the car accelerate or
decelerate?

(iii) Explain your answers in (i) and (ii) above.

Exercise 1
1. In table below state the comparisons between the terms given.

Distance Displacement Speed Velocity

Note: It is important for you to differentiate between the physical quantities to avoid confusion.

2. A car is moving at 60 km/h, twenty minutes later the car turns towards north at 80 km/h.
The car passenger told the driver that they’ve been traveling for 15 km before turning
north and the driver responsed by saying that they were about to reach their destination in
45 minutes, as their destination is 60 km ahead. Classify the italic words in the respective
characteristic.
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3. You walk along a long straight school corridor for 55 m, then you turn around and walk 30
m in the opposite. Finally, you turn again and walk 39 m in the original direction and stop.
What is your displacement from your starting point?

4. On a breezy sunny day a farther and two sons take a three hour automobile trip near a
seaside to enjoy the fresh air. In the first two hour, they travel 120 km at a constant speed.
In the third hour they travel another 60 km at a different constant speed. What is the
average speed for each segment and for the entire trip?

5. A boy walks finish the following path AB.

Find
(a) total distance traveled

(b) displacement

5. Fill in the blanks:
A steady speed of 10 m/s A distance of _____ is traveled every _______

A steady velocity of -10 m/s A ________ of 10 m is traveled every _____ to the left.

A steady acceleration of 4 ms
-2

Speed goes up by 4 m/s every ________

A steady deceleration of 4 ms
-2

speed goes _______ by 4 m/s every ________

A steady velocity of 10 m/s ______________________________________________

______________________________________________

Note:
1. Total distance traveled = how far object moved = total path length = distanced moved
2. time taken = time elapsed = time required = time interval
3. initial = original
4. Constant = uniform
5. increasing velocity = acceleration
6. decreasing velocity = deceleration
7. zero velocity = object at stationary / at rest
8. negative velocity = object moves at opposite direction
9. zero acceleration = constant velocity
10. negative acceleration = deceleration

☺Make sure you understand the varieties given and apply them wherever possible.

Note:
KINEMATIC is the study of motion of objects but does not consider the causes of motion . It came
from the Greek word ‘kinema’ , meaning ‘motion’ the same root from which we get the word
cinema.
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The ticker timer
 A device which is used in the laboratory to

determine the velocity and acceleration of a
moving object.

 It is connected to an a.c power supply of 50
Hz. When it is turned on, the iron strip will
vibrate 50 times per second.

 The ticker tape is placed beneath a piece of
carbon paper and attached to a trolley.

 When the ticker-tape is pulled by a moving
object while the ticker timer device is
switched on, a series of dots is obtained.

 The time taken to make 50 dots on the
ticker tape is 1 second. Hence, the time
interval between 2 consecutive dots is
1/50 = 0.02 s.

 The time interval between one carbon dot
and the next one on the ticker tape is known
as a tick.

1 tick = 0.02 s

Making a speed-time graph
Ticker tape gain from the experiment:

Can you describes motions from these tapes?

________________________

________________________

_________________________

Relating Displacement, Velocity, Acceleration and Time
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Method of calculation

STEP 1 : Determination of time / time taken for 1 tick.

Time taken for 1 tick = _______ s

Time taken from A to B = _______ ticks = _______ s

STEP 2 : Determination of displacement

The displacement of the object is determined by measuring the length of the ticker tape
that is pulled through the ticker time

Displacement from A to B = _________ cm

STEP 3 : Determination of velocity

Velocity, v = displacement
Time

= _____/ _________ cm/s = ______ cm/s

To investigate motion in laboratory mean I’ve to
determine distance / displacement, speed/
velocity, time and acceleration/ deceleration
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STEP 4 : Determination of acceleration

From the first strip: Initial velocity, u at AB =

From the last strip: Final velocity, v at DE =

The time interval, for the change in the velocity, t =

Acceleration, a =

Exersice 2

1

Based on the figure above, calculate the
acceleration .

Solution

2

The figure above shows a ticker tape contains 5 ticks
for every interval AB.BC.CD and DE .Calculate the
acceleration.

Solution

3
The diagram above shows a ticker tape chart for a
moving trolley. The frequency of the ticker-timer
used is 50 Hz. Each section has 10 dots-spacing.

(a) What is the time between two dots.
(b) What is the time for one strips.
(c) What is the initial velocity
(d) What is the final velocity.
(e) What is the time interval to change from initial

velocity to final velocity?
(f) What is the acceleration of the object
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4 .The following figure shows a tape chart.

.
Calcluate

(a) the acceleration
(b) the average velocity

Solution

TICKER TAPE AND CHARTS TYPE OF MOTION
Constant velocity
– slow moving

Constant velocity
– fast moving

 Distance between the dots increases
uniformly

 the velocity is of the object is increasing
uniformly

 The object is moving at a uniform /
constant acceleration.

 Distance between the dots decrease
uniformly

 The velocity of the object is decreasing
uniformly

 The object is experiencing uniform /
constant deceleration
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v = u + at ……………………….(1)

s = u + v t ………………………..(2)
2

s = ut + ½ at2 ………………………..(3)

v2 = u2 + 2as ………………………..(4)

Where s :…………………………………

u :………………………………...

v :………………………………...

a :…………………………………

t :…………………………………

Exercise 3
1. A car accelerates from rest to 25 m s

-1
in 4 s. Find the acceleration of the car.

2. A car accelerates from rest at 3 ms
-2

along a straight road. How far has the car traveled
after 4 s?

3. A car is traveling at 20 m/s along a straight road. The driver puts the brakes on for 5 s. It this
causes a deceleration of 3 m s

-2
, what is the car’s final velocity?

4. A car moving with constant velocity of 40 ms
-1

. The driver saw and obstacle in front and he
immediately stepped on the brake pedal and managed to stop the car in 8 s. The distance of
the obstacle from the car when the driver spotted it was 180 m. How far is the obstacles from
the car has stopped.

Solve problems on linear motion with uniform acceleration
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2.1 LINEAR MOTION

1 The acceleration of a car moving with a
constant velocity will be

A. increased
B. constant
C. zero
D. decreased

2 An object which decelerates will move
with ………. velocity

A. a negative
B. a positive
C. an increasing
D. a decreasing

3 An object is moving with constant speed
of 5 ms

-1
. The object

A. is accelerating
B. has zero acceleration
C. moves with constant velocity

4 Muthu cycles from his house to the
shop. While coming back, he stops at
Ahmad’s house.

What is his displacement from his
house?

A. 300 m
B. 400 m
C. 1 100 m

5 A car travels 500 m to east and 500 m to
north. Which of the following correctly
relates the situation above?
A. The distance traveled by the car is

707 m.
B. The displacement of the car from the

starting point is 1 000 m due north-
east.

C. The displacement of the car from the

starting point is 707 m due north-
east.

6 Which of the following is true regarding
the motion of an object having zero
acceleration?

A. The object is not moving
B. The object is moving with

uniform velocity
C. The object is moving with

minimum velocity
D. The object is moving with

maximum velocity.

7 A tick from a ticker timer is
A. time interval between two

consecutive dots on a ticker tape.
B. distance between two consecutive

dots on a ticker tape.
C. frequency of vibration from the ticker

timer
D. velocity of vibration from the ticker

timer.

8 Which statement is true about the ticker
tape shown below?

A. Velocity between CD is low.
B. Velocity between DE and velocity

between AB are equal.
C. Frequency between BC is higher

than DE
D. Time between AB is equal with

the time between DE

9 The diagram shows a ticker tape which
is pulled by a trolley through a ticker-
timer of frequency 50 Hz.

The average speed of the trolley’s
motion is

A 0.2 ms-1

B 0.3 ms-1

C 0.4 ms-1

D 0.5 ms-1

E 0.5 ms-1
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10 Average velocity from P to Q in the
ticker tape below is

A 85 cms-1

B 170 cms-1

C 200 cms-1

D 240 cms-1

E 500 cms-1

11 Based on the ticker tape below,
calculate the acceleration.

A 2 ms-2

B 4 ms-2

C 5 ms-2

D 8 ms-2

E. 10 ms
-2

12 Calculate the acceleration.

A -5 ms-2

B - 50 ms-2

C - 500 ms-2

D 50 ms-2

E 500 ms-2

13 The diagram below shows a tape chart
which is produced by a moving trolley.
The frequency of the ticker-tape timer is
50 Hz and each stripe of ticker tape
contains 5 ticks.

What is the trolley’s acceleration?
(1994)

A. 20 cm s
-2

B. 200 cm s
-2

C. 240 cm s
-2

D. 400 cm s
-2

14 Which of the following motion charts
shows a motion of uniform
acceleration? Each section of the ticker
tape consists of 10 ticks.
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15 A motorcycle is moving with velocity of
10 ms

-1
and reaches a velocity of 25 ms

-1

after 3 seconds. What is its
acceleration?
A. 5 ms

-2

B. 8.3 ms
-2

C. 11.7 ms
-2

16 A van moves up a slope at an initial
velocity of 20 ms

-1
. It stops after 8

seconds. What is its acceleration?
A. 2.5 ms

-2

B. -2.5 ms
-2

C. 5.0 ms
-2

D. -5.0 ms
-2

17 A trolley starts from rest and reaches a
velocity of 12 cms

-1
after 5 seconds. The

distance traveled by the trolley is
A 16 cm
B 24 cm
C 28 cm
D 30 cm
E 42 cm

18 A lorry is moving with a velocity of
20 ms

-1
brakes suddenly and stops after

traveling 40 m. The time taken to stop
is…
A 10 seconds
B 8 seconds
C 6 seconds
D 4 seconds
E 2 seconds

19 Diagram below shows the path travelled
by a car from P to S.

What is the displacement of the car?
(2007)
A. 5.0 km
B. 6.8 km
C. 8.2 km
D. 9.0 km

STRUCTURE QUESTIONS

Question 1
The diagram shows the instance an
aeroplane lands on a runway. The moment
the aeroplane’s wheels touch the runway, its
speed is 50 m s

-1
.

(a) (i) Tick ( √ ) in the correct box. The term
speed is a

[1 m]

(ii) State a reason for your answer in
question (a) (i)

[1 m ]

(b) The aero plane takes 2 minutes to stop
from the moment its wheels touched the
runway. Calculate the distance it traveled
on the runway , in S. I. Units.

[ 3 m ]

Question 2
The diagram shows a strip of ticker tape
which is produced by an moving object
through a ticker-timer of frequency 50 Hz.

(a) State the type of current used by the
ticker-timer.
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(b) Draw a tape chart for the motion of
the object.

(c) Describe the state of motion in
situation (b).

(d) Calculate the average velocity for:
(i) the first 10 ticks

(ii) the last 10 ticks

(e) Calculate the acceleration of the
motion of the bus.

(f) Calculate the total displacement by
the situation.

Question 3
Figure (a) shows a ticker tape for the motion
of a trolly .
Figure (b) shows a stroboscopic photograph
for the motion of a glider .

(b)

(a) Observe the figure (a) and (b) and state
two similarities between the postions of
the ticks on the ticker tape and the
images on the stroboscopic photograph.

___________________________________

___________________________________

(b) Relate the similarities in (a) to explain a
concept of motion.

___________________________________

___________________________________

(c) What will happen to the ticker timer if it
is connected to a d.c. supply ?

___________________________________

(d) What will happen to the motion of the
glider if the slope of the declined plane
is increased?

___________________________________
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SPM 2003 (Paper 3 Section B)
Each figure below shows two positions of a
student on a swing. The initial position in
each figure is different.

Observe the positions of each of the swing in
each diagram and the appearance of the
student when she swings.
Based on the observations:

(a) State one suitable inference that can be
made.

(b) State one appropriate hypothesis for an
investigation.

(c) With the use of apparatus such as trolley,
ticker timer and other apparatus ,
describe an experimental framework to
test your hypothesis.
In your description , state clearly the
following:

(i) Aim of the experiment
(ii) Variables in the experiment
(iii) List of apparatus and materials
(iv) Arrangement of the apparatus
(v) The procedure of the experiment which

include the method of controlling the
manipulated variable and the method of
measuring the responding variable.

(vi) Way you would tabulate the data
(vii) Way you would analysis the data


